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Summary
Hot�wire measurements were performed under controlled conditions in the Laminar Wind
Tunnel on an airfoil with pressure gradient� A quantitatively known acoustic �eld was
established in the test section� The receptivity of the ��dimensional laminar boundary
layer in the presence of a localized �D surface roughness was studied� The development of
the generated Tollmien�Schlichting�waves was measured at di�erent streamwise stations
as cuts in spanwise direction� The quasi steady �D roughness was modeled by a vibrating
source driven at a frequency two orders below the acoustic one� The amplitude of the
TS�waves was measured at combination frequencies� Fourier decomposition in time and
space leads to wave number spectra which can be compared to linear stability theory� The
receptivity function was evaluated by upstream extrapolation to the initial distributions
at the source position�

Introduction
The problem of the boundary layer transition from laminar to turbulent �ow still attracts
much attention because of the fundamental importance to the study of �uid motion� It
has three main parts� First� there is the laminar �ow receptivity to external perturbations�
The second part is the region where the boundary layer instabilities grow according to
linear stability theory� And �nally there is the nonlinear �ow breakdown to turbulence�
The receptivity is de�ned by the ratio of the generated amplitude in the boundary layer
to the amplitude of the external perturbation� In case of receptivity due to surface dis�
tortions this de�nition can be extended by normalization with the height of the involved
roughness element ���� ���� When linear receptivity is studied� the initial TS�amplitudes
are too low to be measured directly� Therefore we used the boundary layer as a selective
ampli�er� We measured TS�amplitude distributions downstream of the roughness element
and in the linear stage of the transition development� Linear stability theory was used to
extrapolate the data to the position of the receptivity element�
This paper is devoted to �D acoustic receptivity at a localized roughness element which is
poorly studied yet ���� ����� A single acoustic frequency �fac� similar to the most unstable
TS�frequency was chosen as the external perturbation� The roughness was simulated by
a quasi steady vibrating source driven at frequency fv � �

��
� fac� This leads to a mod�

ulation in amplitude of the generated TS�wave� resulting in frequency space in distinct
combination frequencies �fCF���� � fac� fv� which can be measured instead of the center
frequency �fac�� This allows to separate the acoustic amplitude from the amplitude of the
TS�wave�



The TS�waves develop downstream as a wave train consisting of waves with di�erent
propagation angles and phase speeds�
Therefore� the measured spanwise distributions of the hot�wire signal are Fourier trans�
formed to decomposite them into oblique modes �
�� ���� ��� The complex wave number
spectra are extrapolated to the position of the source� Together with the double Fourier
transform of the shape of the source and the dispersion characteristics of the boundary
layer the complex receptivity function can be evaluated�

Investigation Technique
The experiments were carried out in the Laminar Wind Tunnel of the Institute of Aerody�
namics and Gasdynamics ����� The Laminar Wind Tunnel is an open return tunnel of the
Ei�el design� The rectangular test section measures 	��������m� and is ���
m in length�
The �D airfoil models span the short distance of the test section� The high contraction ra�
tio of �		�� as well as �ve screens and �lters result in a very low turbulence level of less than
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The boundary layer measurements were performed
on a symmetrical airfoil section with �
� thickness
�XIS�	MOD�� It was specially designed to have a
long instability ramp at zero angle of attack and
to meet all requirements for boundary layer meas�
urements� The Reynoldsnumber was chosen to
��� � �	� based on the arclength smax � 	���
m
measured from leading edge� The velocity distri�
bution ��g�
� was measured on a similar model�
which is equipped with pressure ori�ces� and is in
good agreement with a distribution calculated with
XFOIL ���� Based on the latter distribution the
boundary layer pro�les were calculated by using a
�nite di�erence scheme ���� The stability diagram
��g�
� was �nally evaluated according to linear stability theory� The position of the vibrat�
ing source �s�smax � 	��� was selected to the instability point for the acoustic frequency
�fac � �	��Hz� at branch I of the neutral curve�
The acoustic wave was generated by a �	�	 McCauley loud speaker� It was mounted inside
a low drag housing at the centerline and about ���m downstream of the test section� The
introduced sound wave had a sound pressure level of approximately �		dB� that is ��dB
higher than the natural sound pressure level for the frequency range �	Hz � 
			Hz of
the wind tunnel itself�

Vibrating Source

The �D roughness element was modeled by the in�ection of the membrane of a vibrating
source ���� The active diameter ��mm� was chosen to approximately one half of the TS�
wavelength �at fac� to allow a signi�cant amount of amplitude at higher spanwise wave
numbers� The body of the source ��g��� was manufactured as a lathe work� A vinyl
membrane was pasted with rapid glue to the smaller side of the cone� The other side was
connected to a loud speaker� The source body was mounted inside the airfoil model� With
three screws it was possible to adjust the body to set up the membrane �ush�mounted
with the model surface� A sealant was applied to the gap between the body and the model
surface to smooth it completely�



To avoid a de�ection of the membrane due to static pressure di�erences� the loud speaker
was mounted in a box which was connected to a static pressure ori�ce at the same stream�
wise station�
The hump of the membrane produced by the pressure oscillations of the loud speaker was
measured with a laser triangulation device� A maximum height of ���m RMS was used�
which is about ��
 � of the displacement thickness ���ref at the source position�
The shape of the hump was double Fourier transformed in streamwise and in spanwise
direction in order to �nd the complex wave number spectrum of the surface vibration at
the vibrational frequency�
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Measurement Procedure

For the hot�wire measurements a modi�ed DISA

P�
 boundary layer probe with
�mm wire in length was used together with a DISA

M�	 bridge� A small static
probe with �mm in diameter yields as a velocity reference at the boundary layer edge�

Fig� �� Experimental setup

The probes are mounted on a traversing mechanism
which allows computer controlled scans in normal to
wall and in spanwise direction� A resolution of 
�m
in wall distance was achieved by a high precision rack�
and pinion drive together with an optical encoder�
The distance in spanwise direction was measured in�
ductively with a resolution of 	��mm�
The DC�output of the hot�wire anemometer was in�
tegrated with a �Hz low�pass �lter� The AC�output
was high�pass �ltered with a �rst order low�noise �l�
ter with �		Hz cut�o� frequency� A programmable
ampli�er was used to �t the signal always optimal to
the input range of the �� bit AD�converter of the con�
trol PC� Prior to sampling the signal was low�pass
�ltered at ��		Hz to omit aliasing problems connec�
ted with the sampling frequency of ��	�Hz� The acoustic frequency as well as the vi�
brational frequency and the sampling trigger were generated by the DA�converter of an
additional PC� The ratios between the frequencies were chosen as integer powers of two
�fsource � fac � fsamplerate � � � �� � �� and the frequencies were strictly phase locked
because they were subdivided from a single quartz based clock� Therefore it was possible
to use a Fast Fourier Transform for the hot�wire signal where the acoustic frequency� the
source frequency and the combination frequencies were represented exactly by a Fourier
coe�cient�
The data acquisition was started with �xed phase relation to the signal for the vibrating
source� Five sets of �	� points were collected and averaged in time domain� The FFT
analysis was performed and the Fourier coe�cients were corrected in amplitude for the
in�uence of the �lters� All results were monitored online� The complete set up is sketched
in �g���
The direction of the acoustic �eld was checked by a single slanted hot�wire in the vicinity
of the vibrating source� The angle between the direction of the acoustic �eld and the mean
�ow direction is below 
 degree� Amplitude and phase of the acoustic wave were measured



before and after every spanwise scan by positioning the hot�wire at the s�position of the
vibrating source but with �	mm o�set in spanwise direction and outside the Stokes layer�
To control the vibrational amplitude and phase� the hot�wire was positioned at a repeat�
able reference point over the source� which gave a �xed relation to the surface displacement
measurements at the start and the end of the main set measurements�

Results of Measurements

Mean Flow Characteristics

Mean �ow velocity pro�les ��g��� were taken at three downstream positions� The source
position �s � ���mm�� about three TS�wavelength downstream �s � ���mm� and about
six TS�wavelength downstream �s � �		mm�� The symbols mark the results from di�er�
ent measurements� The solid lines represent the calculated pro�les based on the velocity
distribution described before� The velocity values have been normalized by the velocity
at the boundary layer edge U� and the y coordinate �normal to wall� has been normalized
by the local displacement thickness ��� The calculated and the measured pro�les agree
well� The displacement thickness ���ref at the source position was then used to normalize
the length scales in the remainder of this paper�
For the spanwise traverses we had to decide for a constant wall distance which allows
to measure the TS�amplitude close to their maximum of the eigenfunction� Linear sta�
bility calculations for di�erent wave angles show that a good compromise is given for
y��� � const� � ��� ��g���� This position was adjusted during the experiment by keeping
U�U� at the necessary corresponding value�

Previous Measurements

In this paper we will focus on linear receptivity� A criterion for the linearity of the present
problem is the independence of the spatial distributions of phases and normalized amp�
litudes from absolute values� In �g� the normal to wall pro�les of streamwise velocity
�uctuations for three di�erent levels of excitation are compared with each other� The �rst
was taken for an acoustic amplitude of u�ac�RMS � 	�		
��m

s
�� �	�dB� and a vibrational

amplitude of Av�RMS � ���m� A spanwise distribution at s � �		mm and a normal to
wall pro�le at s � �		mm z � 	mm were measured� Then the hump height was kept con�
stant and the acoustic amplitude was cut to u�ac�RMS � 	�		��m

s
�� �dB�� Finally the

hump height was reduced to Av�RMS � ���m and the acoustic amplitude was increased
again to u�ac�RMS � 	�		
�
m

s
� The three measurements agree well� Additionally the hot�

wire signal was checked carefully for the appearance of additional combination frequencies�

The maximum TS�amplitude at the end of the measurement section was
u�

RMS

U�
� 	�	��

for the combination frequencies and
u�

RMS

U�
� 	��
� for the center frequency�

During preliminary measurements it turned out that the acoustic wave excites the mem�
brane of the source at the acoustic frequency and also at the combination frequencies
�fCF���� � fac � fv�� This produces TS�waves at combination frequencies resulting from
receptivity due to surface vibrations� To estimate the magnitude of these TS�waves� we
measured the vibrational amplitude at combination frequencies� Then the source was
driven with a similar amplitude at acoustic frequency� Without sound �eld we measured
the generated TS�amplitudes at a reference station downstream� The shape of the y�
and z�pro�les was comparable to those generated by acoustic receptivity but we found an
amplitude ���
 times lower� This additional amplitude is neglected in the post processing
of the data�



We performed some scans in streamwise direction to look for the extension of the near
�eld of the source� We found no signi�cant near �eld in�uence at the combination fre�
quencies ��g��	��
The quality of the installation of the source in respect to the model surface was estimated
by measurements of the natural transition position� The in�uence was small even if we
only turned on both the vibrating source or the acoustic�

Main set of data
A main set of data consists of � to  spanwise scans covering the whole width of the wave
train generated downstream of the vibrating source ��g�
�� The time signals at every
measurement point were analyzed with a FFT and the complex amplitude

eBCF�����raw�si� z� � BCF�����raw�si� z� � e
i�CF�����si�z�

formed by the amplitude part �BCF�����raw� and the phase part �	CF����� for the combin�
ation frequencies was used for further processing� The amplitudes were normalized by
the local free stream velocity U�� The phases were corrected in streamwise and spanwise
direction by adding times of ��	o�
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Fig� �� Amplitude part of the wave train
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Fig� �� Phase part of the wave train

In order to correct changes in the acoustic �eld during the measurements the �raw� complex
values were also normalized by the complex amplitude eAac � Aac � e

i�ac of the acoustic
�eld� eBCF�����ac �

BCF�����raw

Aac

� ei��CF������ac� �

The resulting amplitude and phase of the wave train are shown in �g�� and �g���

Wave characteristics

The complex values of the wave train in physical space were mapped for each spanwise
cut to wave number spectra by the complex Fourier transform

eBTS�si� �� �
�

��

Z
�

��

eBCF �si� z� � e
�i�zdz �

After this decomposition the downstream development of waves with di�erent spanwise
wave numbers can be followed separately� The development of the amplitudes for the left
combination frequency for waves with three di�erent wave numbers is shown in �g���� The
wave numbers were chosen such that they correspond to propagation angles of 	o� �
o and
�	o� The solid lines in �g��� denote the ampli�cation as it is calculated by linear stability



theory� It can be seen that the measurements for zero propagation angle coincide very
well with the calculated curves� When the propagation angle increases� the agreement
gets poorer� probably as a result of non parallel e�ects ��� which are not included in linear
theory�
The downstream development of the associated phases is shown in �g���� The points can
easily be �t by a straight line� The gradient of this line can be interpreted as the real
part �r of the streamwise wave number ��	��
By this procedure we found the dispersion characteristic �r � �r��� that gives a �xed
relation between the streamwise and spanwise wave number ��g����� Also the propagation
angle 
 � 
��� � arctan �

�r
was found as a function of the spanwise wave number �� The

wavelength in downstream direction is de�ned as �CF � ��
�r
� Together with the connected

frequency the �virtual� propagation speed in streamwise direction CsCF � �CF � fCF can
be calculated� This completes the necessary knowledge about the stability characteristics
in our experiment�

Receptivity Function

The downstream behavior of the amplitudes of the wave train is consistent with the linear
stability theory for Tollmien�Schlichting waves� We have also seen that the development
of the phases can be represented by a straight line� So it is possible to �nd the complex
initial amplitudes of the generated TS�waves by extrapolating� based on linear theory� to
the position of the vibrating source�
From the double Fourier decomposition of the shape of the membrane the complex wave
number spectrum of the surface vibration in spanwise and streamwise direction is known�
From this spectrum the vibrational amplitudes� that generate physically reasonable TS�
waves� can be found along the dispersion function� So the complex receptivity function

eGav��r� �� � Gav��r� �� � e
i�av��r��� �

eBinTS��r� ��eAac �
eAv��r� ��

can be evaluated by calculating its amplitude part and its phase part separately� The
values of the amplitude and phase part of the complex receptivity function in dependence
on the propagation angle of the generated TS�wave are shown in �g���� We must denote
here� that the presented values for the receptivity function are preliminary results because
the post processing of the data is still in progress�

Conclusion
The results of an experiment on �D acoustic receptivity in a �D laminar boundary layer
in the presence of a localized quasi steady surface non uniformity were presented� Hot�
wire measurements were performed as spanwise scans of the wave train downstream from
the vibrating source� The results of these spanwise scans were Fourier transformed in
order to decomposite the wave train into oblique modes� The downstream development
of these modes is in good agreement with the linear stability theory� So it was possible
to extrapolate the values to the initial ones at the vibrating source� Together with the
knowledge about the acoustic �eld and the wave number spectrum of the surface vibration
in spanwise and streamwise direction the complex receptivity function could be evaluated�
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